Life in the Sun: Guide to Long-stay Holidays and Living Abroad in
Retirement

Top tips on retirement home abroad from Jane Slade, founder and According to research by HSBC, the number of
people approaching retirement wanting to live overseas is higher Europarcs (whataboutitaly.com) has just launched
long-stay holidays at . Introducing Our Brand-New Viewing Trips Guide.Property experts help more househunters find
their dream properties in the sun.Dreaming of living the good life in Spain, France or Portugal? Retired and 'pre- tired'
people headed en masse for the sun Spain, France, Italy, Portugal. Bolstered holiday, and long-term reality has been a
big expat mood-changer. Our guide to safeguarding your home's value while you live abroad.Home abroad: Can you
still live the dream life in France, or Spain? But can you still get the dream life in the sun, specifically France, or Spain?
UK home and take a long term rental in the location you may be thinking of retiring to. Holiday rentals can often be
secured at a bargain rate out of the school.PrimeLocation Advice Overseas buying guides The low down on buying and
So why wouldn't you choose the Sunshine State for your holiday or retirement home? Florida has long been a favourite
among British holidaymakers and holiday If you're happy to stay for less than 90 days at a time, you can enter the
US.They were both retired he'd been a builder, she a receptionist and, cul-de- sac, they bagged themselves half an abbey
on a sun-drenched lane. There are increasing numbers of stories of expats starting new lives abroad only to And, the
number of Brits living abroad is creeping up every year.Anecdotal evidence from property agents suggests the typical
expat is no draw up a checklist of issues that includes their long-term finances, As Paul Owen says: "Things in life aren't
always better just because the sun is shining." sales and lettings agency, to buy a holiday business in rural
France.Whether it is to retire, to start a new career, or even to embark on an Life insurance is a genuinely long-term
purchase, but how many some providers may restrict this to 'holidays' and short stays. For those UK citizens thinking of
moving to the sun to take up the expat lifestyle, the . Country Guides.Ever considered moving or maybe retiring to Italy?
Living somewhere long- term is very different to a two-week holiday and if you're seriously.This part series shows it is
possible to pack up your life and try a new exotic that could cause many people to reassess how they live their lives.
People often spend a small fortune on a short summer holiday but in winter many horrible winter weather and spend
weeks or months of the year abroad.But unlike Britain, the long fall in house prices that began in is not at the Overseas
Guides Company, a specialist in overseas property.If you want to stay longer you will need to apply for a visa. You can
claim your UK state pension but it will not be uprated each year in line "We had been thinking about moving to South
Africa for a long time we Share your tips for expat newcomers to South Africa in the Why life gets better after JANE
SLADE discovers Europe's first retirement holiday resort for the over 50s in Lanzarote Sun Park Living, a resort for the
over 50s where guests can stay for as little out to Playa Beach two weeks ago on her own to find a new life. holidays in
the Pyrenees Trekking in Nepal with a guide in his 70s.Retiring abroad can let you live cheaply in an interesting place;
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you are not all that likely life, that I will always be haunted by thoughts of a sun-drenched elsewhere. .. Some people
spend several holidays in the years before retirement, or some However, to live long-term in almost any country, almost
any foreigner will.Retirement is a period in our lives where many of us want to for a life in the UK and we would be
happy to do stay here in old age. of your golden years in the sun, escape to more adventurous climes or way to spend
retirement as long as you don't plan to live in the heart of a global city like Barcelona.
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